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What a patch is...

          Patch is a *nix program that updates 
text files according to instructions 
contained in a separate file, called a patch 
file.

  



What a patch file is... 

      Patch file is a text file that consists of a 
list of differences and is produced by 
running the related diff program with the 
original file and updated file as arguments.



What is patching .....

        Updating original files with patch files 
is often referred to as applying the patch or 
simply patching the files.



How to create patch files...

      Patch files are created by extracting the 
changes made to the new versions from old 
ones.

    Patch files are generally diff files. They are 
created from various programs such as  diff , 
subversion , CVS and RCS.



new file old file patch



Creating diff File .....

older file be as ' oldFile '
new file be as ' newFile '

difference file be as ' diffFile'

$ diff -u oldFile newFile > diffFile

-u : direct output to another diff file



A Division program..

#include<stdio.h>

int main()
{
   int num1;
   int num2;
   float res;
   
   printf(" Enter the Dividend : ");
   scanf("%d",num1);

   printf(" Enter the Divisor : ");
   scanf("%d",num2);

   res = ( num1 / num2 );

   printf(" the result is : %f",res);
}



Mistake and update..

        If entered value of divisor is '0' , then we will 
have divide by zero problem.

     So, we update the program in order to rectify 
this error.



An updated one ..
#include<stdio.h>

int main()
{
   int num1;
   int num2;
   float res;
   
   printf(" Enter the Dividend : ");
   scanf("%d",num1);

   printf(" Enter the Divisor : ");
   scanf("%d",num2);

   if(num2 == 0 )
printf(" Error due to divide by zero ocuured. ");

   else
   {
        res = ( num1 / num2 );
        printf(" the result is : %f",res);
   }
}



Need for Patch file....

      If we don't want to change the entire program 
,then we had  the update the previous one using 
patch.

 How to create this file ?

$diff -u div.c newDiv.c > patchFile.patch



A Patch file ....

--- div.c 2009-02-18 18:58:15.000000000 -0500
+++ newDiv.c 2009-02-18 18:54:02.000000000 -0500
@@ -12,7 +12,11 @@
    printf(" Enter the Divisor : ");
    scanf("%d",num2);
 
-   res = ( num1 / num2 );
-
-   printf(" the result is : %f",res);
+   if(num2 == 0 )
+ printf(" Error due to divide by zero ocuured. ");
+   else
+   {
+        res = ( num1 / num2 );
+        printf(" the result is : %f",res);
+   }
 }



Adding a patch ...

           Now the diff file is added to the original file 
in order to get the updated file instead of 
removing the old one.

 
  $ patch -i patchFile.patch



A Small change....

    If we apply the patch, it will work only when the patch file is 
in the original directory. So We do this...

           $patch -p0 -i patchFile.patch 

       The -p options tells patch how many slashes , it should 
strip away before the filename .  we set it to 0 (do not strip 
away any slash),  set it to 1 (to strip away the first slash 
including anything before it) or any other amount.



Updated div file ....

#include<stdio.h>

int main()
{
   int num1;
   int num2;
   float res;
   
   printf(" Enter the Dividend : ");
   scanf("%d",num1);

   printf(" Enter the Divisor : ");
   scanf("%d",num2);

   if(num2 == 0 )
printf(" Error due to divide by zero ocuured. ");

   else
   {
        res = ( num1 / num2 );
        printf(" the result is : %f",res);
   }
}



What's the Use ... ?

       As the changes are little in the example 
program, we can say it is useless....

          But , when we consider codes at higher 
levels such as an operating system program, then 
the usability of patch is inevitable and significant.



In case of a group of 
files(packages)...

$ diff -Naur olddir newdir > new-patch

 where the group of old files(may be library files or 
may contain source code of an application) are 
placed in the directory-olddir and new files into 
newdir. With this patching, we can even modify 
our kernel!............



Patch Do's...

● Coding style should be homogeneous.
● Document each patch.
● Avoid quick and dirty fixes.
● Maintain the patch .
● Use unified diff. 



Uses

● Bug fixing
● Code modulation
● Updating
● Code efficiency improvement
● Eased analysis of code
● Simplification of work



Conclusion

So...

                   its a must for every Linux developer to 
learn how to do patching, so as that he can 
contribute more efficiently in a consistent manner 
to 

  linux development 


